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Introduction
With the advent of blockchain technology it has
come to an understanding that a tamper proof
ledger and secure transactions is the way to
conduct business in the future. Blockchain
technology is a specific type of database that
stores data in blocks that is chained together
permanently in chronological order, is
decentralized, immutable and visible for everyone
to inspect.
The use of this technology will see businesses
being able to acquire start up capital to launch

their innovations onto the community bringing
investors to their platform. Although
revolutionary, bad actors in the cryptocurrency
sphere perform malicious actions that take
advantage of investors loosing their trust in the
process. Enter JellyMoonLight, a new
cryptocurrency token used to reward community
members for successfully identifying scams and
rugpulls leaving negative perceptions to investors
all over.

Introduction
In the decentralized Finance (DeFi) and crypto
transactions, that implement anti-whale algorithms
spheres, getting rug pulled means that the liquidity preventing large sell off of any wallet. The use of
is removed from a Decentralized Exchange (DEX)
blockchain technology and the services that come
liquidity pool. The removal of the liquidity results in with the technology should be trusted and verified to
a sell off as other liquidity provider, traders and
prevent loss of funds and mental health wellbeing.
holders panic that no liquidity is available for
trading. Once all the liquidity has been removed, the
token becomes worthless and cannot be traded off
or sold, leaving holders with lost funds, deceit for the
crypto markets and a bitter experience. Utilizing
blockchain technology, JellyMoonLight is a token
that uses algorithm to safely create scam proof

Disclaimer
If you require any more information or have any questions about our
site's disclaimer, please feel free to contact us by email
at Fishmoonjelly@gmail.com. Our Disclaimer was generated with the
help of the Disclaimer Generator.

Disclaimers for Jellymoonlight
All the information on this website - Https://www.jellymoonlight.com is published in good faith and for general information purpose only.
Jellymoonlight does not make any warranties about the
completeness, reliability and accuracy of this information. Any action
you take upon the information you find on this website
(Jellymoonlight), is strictly at your own risk. Jellymoonlight will not be
liable for any losses and/or damages in connection with the use of
our website.

Disclaimer
From our website, you can visit other websites by following hyperlinks
Consent
to such external sites. While we strive to provide only quality links to
useful and ethical websites, we have no control over the content and
By using our website, you hereby consent to our disclaimer and agree
nature of these sites. These links to other websites do not imply a
to its terms.
recommendation for all the content found on these sites. Site owners
and content may change without notice and may occur before we
have the opportunity to remove a link which may have gone 'bad'.
Update
Please be also aware that when you leave our website, other sites
may have different privacy policies and terms which are beyond our Should we update, amend or make any changes to this document,
control. Please be sure to check the Privacy Policies of these sites as those changes will be prominently posted here.
well as their "Terms of Service" before engaging in any business or
uploading any information.

Tokenomics
1% Holders

1% Marketing

2% LP

1% of transactions goes
to all holders

1% of transactions goes
to marketing wallet

2% of transactions goes
to liqudity pool

1% Burned

1% Trans TX

1% of all transaction is
burned

1% of all transactions is
taxed

Percentages
Burn Wallet

Anti-Whale

Fair Launch

60%

10%

10%

Of tokens initial burned

Maximum transaction
for anti-whale

Max wallet hold

1000000000000000
JellyMoonLight Tokens

Our Road Map
Q2 2021

Website Launch

Idea Creation

Launch of official
website to get
awareness

The beginning of an
amazing idea!

Q3 2021

Promotion
Hire the best promoters
to drive interest to
community

Social Media
Q4 2021

Create all social media
outlets to reach active
investors and members

Road Map Continued

JellySwap

Airdrop Bot

JellyFarm

CEX Listing

Our own
personalized
exchange swap

A bot that rewards
new members
with JLYMOON
tokens for joining
group

Our very own
farming site to allow
members to farm
JLYMOON

Future plans to be
listed on centralized
exchages

Thanks!
Thank you for your interest in JellyMoonLight, please contact us if
you have any concerns
Telegram:
https://t.me/JellyMoonLight

Twitter:
https://twitter.com/JellyMoonLi
ght1

